
Chapter 16. The
cornered fight (II)

Anson was breaking down one door after another and passing through
corridors after corridors, but the passage just wouldn’t have an end. An outsider
would certainly conclude that this Security Force headquarter was more capable
than just detecting and shielding the inside from telepathic strikes. It had its own
telepathic force against malicious intrusion, just like that of the Headquarters for
the  LOFPAH.  When  the  outside  was  having  a  fiery  high  tech  assault  and
defense, a tenacious and deadly telepathic fight was raising curtain in the core of
the Headquarters.

Anson soon knew that he was resisted and bluffed by a counter telepathic
force.  He  instantly  broke  the  falsified  reality  and  all  doors  and  corridors
disappeared at once and another reality exposed. He was inside a big cave with
granite formation and there was only a little path behind him, supposed to be
where he came from. Anson didn’t need to look back and he sensed another
telepathic entity was approaching quickly from behind. He knew time was running
out and he quickly dashed into the stones and disappeared. The huge spinning
sphere that followed him was roaring loudly and waiting to crush anything that
came for its master. Anson just concentrated to break the protective telepathic
shield  and  his  force  pouring  out  from  him  like  raging  torrents.  He  paid  no
attention to the enemy behind. He was just too strong to see it as a threat? Or, he
was just a puppet with no free will to protect one’s self?

After  purging  out  all  fake  realities,  Anson  appeared  facing  the  final
containment field of the core structure of HOSFWUS. A wall with gloomy metallic
shine was in front of him. Anson’s power just couldn’t break it in one moment and
he was trying his best,  still  not a trace of his power kept for the approaching
enemy. He knew the grand spinning sphere had just been smashed.

If someone thought Clarks was too reckless to foresee Anson’s movement
and didn’t know what he was doing, he really very much underestimated Security
Force.  Just  rich  material  resource  couldn’t  make  an  organization  big  and
flourishing. Leadership, intelligence and vision were more important. Ellearto and
Clarks had vigilance for their new friends and it was a common sense. Suspicion
was human nature. Clarks was not the topnotch guy in the organization, but he
knew it was unwise to ‘host a woof in one’s house’.

Just after the battle in the cornfield, Ellearto didn’t turn off the telepathic
scanners  and  therefore  he  had  collected  the  telepathic  signatures  of  all  the
acquaintance. He was surprised to find out that everyone carried some sort of
telepathic energy, except Vince and Anson. Kim’s family had the same pattern
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and the signature was strong. It was expected. Fanies’s scan showed a special
pattern. Even Andy was found to carry some kind of telepathic energy. Clarks
didn’t think it was a very good idea to take so many people with telepathic energy
into the camp, but at the same time he figured out it might just mean a good
opportunity and he could take advantage of it.

There was no question that Vince and Anson were the planned infiltrators.
The enemy had set them up for something or just in case. They were just too
clean in the telepathic scan. The enemy was very brutal and so far he left no one
alive and unhurt. Fanies was dying. Andy’s two other fellow members, and the
two guards sent to follow Andy to the cornfield just disappeared in thin air.

By  now  the  fierce  enemy  would  know  that  the  Organization  had
possessed  equipment  to  resist  telepathy.  Before  this  opponent  obtained  the
details of the counter-telepathic technology, like the range of operation and its
principle of operation, the Organization should act to eliminate the enemy and not
just wait and defend. Enemy’s thought was not far from this logic and he knew it
was a real threat to his formidableness. He needed to destroy it.  Clarks was
going to provide his enemy that window to attack and set up a trap for him. This
was a gamble, a big one, and the stake was enormous. It was this headquarters
and Ellearto. A small piece of bait would not get the core force of the enemy.

Clarks remembered those videos and reports on those snipers attacking
Andy. Those people were under telepathic control and therefore they lacked a
free mind and could not make good judgment. A common sense also concluded
that even they could get some power, it would certainly be just a fraction from the
master controlling them. The anti-telepathic shield of the Headquarters should be
able to handle that. Besides, the Kim’s family would help. In Clarks’s blueprint,
Anson and Vince were never the targets. They were allowed to infiltrate in order
to get the big fish behind them. But they weren’t less dangerous because they
were just too close to the heart of the organization, Ellearto.

Clarks’ target was the military organization of the enemy. No matter how
formidable  the  enemy  master  was,  he  just  could  not  destroy  a  huge  armed
organization just by telepathy. He needed a might military and he had built it, or
otherwise, even he could defeat Security Force or Lows Corporation, he would
not  be  able  to  challenge  a  nation  or  the  world.  Clarks  watched  the  attack
committed by a column of this military in front of HLOFPAH. They were likely
looking for Lows or more precisely the knowledge about the decoded human
genome, known as the Real Life Code. They possessed terrible energy weapons
and high tech camouflage outfits. Clarks decided to take down the core of this
military quickly because very soon they would show no mercy to either Security
Force  or  Lows Corporation,  and the whole  country  as well  if  they eventually
would do.

Both Clarks and Ellearto knew that the strife had started and they were
careful enough to secretly relocate most non-essential personnel in HOSFWUS
to other concealed places even before they arrived from the cornfield. This was
why Andy and Sue found an almost empty facility, except with security guards
and a small  team of  medical  people.  Ellearto and Clarks intended to get  the
lowest casualty if the ferocious conflict really took place here.
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The anti-telepathic  equipment  of  Security  Force  was  a  top  secret  and
nobody really knew its capability. At first, Clarks wouldn’t rely upon them. There
was no way to test them. Then, gradually more info came in the reports from
those special agents equipped with the telepathic scanners and shields. They
now appreciated the effectiveness of  the scanners and started  to  build  up a
database about telepathic activities and patterns in many areas of the world.

But a shield against  the control  of a free mind from telepathy was not
sufficient in a fight. Telepathic masters could use their telepathic energy to control
physical  bodies to  attack,  such as ‘starting’ a  roadside car to collide  into  his
enemy. They could also use the energy to tamper attacks directed towards them,
such as stopping the bullets fired against them. Clarks very well understood that
his  organization  was  weak  compared  to  its  hidden  enemy.  Even  the  special
agents equipped with anti-telepathic equipment would not match the capability of
a telepathic master. The remaining hope was that there would not be too many
telepathic masters, especially those really powerful ones. This was quite a reality,
indeed in the past.

The  situation changed  recently.  In  the past  two  months,  reports  about
individuals with strong telepathic signature came in repeatedly. They appeared in
almost every major city in different identities. Although these people hadn’t done
anything obvious using their power, the report had dragged Ellearto back into
business from his half retirement. In the same time, the Dark Stone comet was
closing by to the solar system, and it was one of the alarming sign that Lows
depicted years ago for a chaos to come. Therefore, Ellearto had to assemble a
meeting of all the founders of the previous Lows Corporation. Finding Lows was
one of the consensuses and the only clue lied in HLOFPAH where Lows said he
would  conceal  himself  for  advancing  his  telepathy.  But  their  agents  were
surprised  to  find  a  squadron  of  offenders  ahead  of  them.  They  not  only
possessed high tech camouflage and powerful weapon, but also telepathy. They
had no choice but to yield and watch only. But, before the attackers defeated the
high tech protection shield of HLOFPAH, Andy and Sue had already broken into
HLOFPAH.  It  was  apparent  that  not  only  Ellearto  was  looking  for  Andy,  the
mysterious offenders was searching for him too. The whereabouts of Lows was
still a mystery.

After  the  fight  in  the  cornfield,  scientists  of  Security  Force  instantly
recognized that the telepathic signature of the powerful telepathic offender was
similar to that they found in recent reports around the world and also in the attack
of HOSFWUS. Clarks alerted that it was no coincidence and there was a huge
conspiracy and its  target  at  least  included  Lows Corporation.  Being a  secret
military patron of Lows Corporation, Security Force was not only involved, but
was a center for the destruction. The enemy was no only strong, but also well
prepared to defeat the whole Lows Corporation.

Security  Force  was  a  legal  commercial  corporation.  Because  of  its
business in worldwide security and its specific history, it had weapons of every
kind. The Company had registered all weapons used by its operators and agents
according  to  the  laws  of  every  country  and  had  licenses  to  possess  them.
Government of most countries would not allow powerful assaulting weapons to
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be used by security companies and therefore Security Force hadn’t  put  their
effort to develop them. But the US government wouldn’t buy this. When Security
Force  was  still  a  part  of  Lows  Corporation,  which  used  to  confront  the  US
government, FBI had numerous times held court warrant to search offices and
depots of Security Force for illegal weapons. But Lows was clever enough to do
business legally and never broke a law and the US government had no way to
charge the Corporation for anything. After the spin-off from Lows Corporation, the
relationship between the US government and Security Force had improved and
there  was  a  few  times  that  Pentagon  had  talked  to  Security  Force  for  joint
ventures of  developing new generation of  powerful  assault  weapons.  Ellearto
pleaded that the Corporation had no such expertise and was not interested too.
Instead, he was generous enough to share the technology of defense weapons
with Pentagon. The short distance anti-missile weaponry on Andy’s big truck was
in  fact  from Security  Force.  Ellearto  aimed to  mend relationship  with  the US
government.

Clarks  expected  that  the US government  would  interfere  the  attack  of
HOSFWUS if it really happened. After the attack of HLOFPAH in the east coast,
the government would discover a terrible weapon being used against property on
US soil and it should be inflaming. While in this occasion it was used against an
opponent  of  the  government,  it  could  similarly  be  used  to  launch  an  attack
against the US government, especially the White House. The US government
would  exercise  their  best  tool  to  catch  those  militants  too.  But  Clarks  had a
suspicious character and he had a few questions without a good answer. His gut
feeling was that everything came in too quickly and forced them to make haste
decisions. Second, he didn’t think the US government was so poor in national
security and was totally unaware of  a huge group of  militant  deployed in the
capital district and they could move into thin air in the country. However, time
didn’t allow him to think a lot. The fight already began.

Anson first fired. He was a puppet of the telepathic master in the cornfield
battle.  Anson’s  telepathic  signature  was  concealed  and  because  Clarks  had
foreseen the event, he tuned the telepathic scanner to work inside the building as
well and so he was aware of Anson’s every move. But Clarks was not able to
contain Anson because he had underestimated Anson’s destructive power. He
was then confused by Anson’s move inside the facility which at first had shown
no purpose  and  direction  at  all.  He  didn’t  know that  Anson  was  resisted  by
another kind of anti-telepathy protecting the facility.

Anson  was  restless  and  his  power  stretched  out  to  ruin  other  places
brutally. Clarks’s control center was targeted. The bombardment could not break
the telepathic shield as well as well as the structural integrity. Video coming in
from different sections had shown the wide destruction of the facility and it really
shocked Clarks. It was right to dislocate all most personnel away or otherwise
Security  Force would  suffer a heavy casualty.  Now it  was  the worry  whether
Anson could break down the anti-telepathic shield and structure containing the
core of the facility, just before Clarks could finish up the main fight in this battle.

Anson’s tyranny was only the prelude of the attack. At the same time, a
brigade of militants equipped with camouflage outfit took siege of the buildings
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and they fired laser weapons at the launching helicopters that were leaving for
Honduras. On the other side of the buildings, the helicopter bringing in the two
senior masters of Kim’s clan was landing and was also attacked by the militants.
All  helicopters  of  Security  Force  were  equipped  with  anti-laser  shields  and
reflectors and they were safe.

The  landing  floor  quickly  retracted  into  the  ground  and  the  helicopter
instantly  disappeared.  The  glaring  laser  lights  had  illuminated  the  dark
surrounding and the quiet horizon was echoing waves of rumbles caused by the
explosion of the missiles and laser beam. Numerous locations of the buildings
had stretched out sheets of silvery parabolic reflectors to divert and diffuse laser
beams and Security Force had their own laser that detonated incoming missiles.
HOSFWUS was still well protected by high tech defensive tools. There were no
clouds  in  the  sky  that  night  and  from  Satellites  the  fight  would  certainly  be
detected  and  reported.  The  offense  and  defense  would  be  analyzed  to  the
greatest  detail  by  those  who  watched.  There  was  no  reason  for  the  US
Government not to send security force to interfere, though they might try to delay
in order to test the defensive and offensive capability of Security Force. Clarks
needed them and calculated not to allow the Government to take any excuses.
He  had  arranged  multiple  ways  to  send  alarm  and  distress  calls  to  the  US
Government.  He  assumed  the  vigorous  enemy  could  paralyze  the
communication network around the area. He really didn’t expect to be able to talk
to outside in a normal way once the battle started. It was almost certain that the
enemy also had high tech capability.

The  fierce  attack  only  took  a  while  and  it  then  stopped.  Silence  and
darkness retook the area.  Clarks understood that  this was just  a short  break
before a big storm. The regular attack was just a test for Security Force and now
the  enemy  very  well  knew  that  conventional  weapons  would  not  defeat  the
opponent. The next would certainly detrimental. The clock ticked and everyone in
the  control  room was  squeezed  by  the  intense  atmosphere.  They  were  still
looking at the huge display showing the whole outside area in great clarity under
a  thermal  scan,  yet  nothing  was  revealed.  The  enemy  was  damn  good  in
concealing  themselves.  If  it  were  not  because  some  of  them  possessed
telepathic signature and was detected by the high strength telepathic scanner, no
other technical detective device could locate them. The enemy was still pausing.
They were just waiting for the powerhouse of the facility to be destructed from
inside, or they were just preparing the last pernicious strike.

Kim was  fighting the  sudden  telepathic  attack  and  he  was  exhausted.
Once the helicopter landed into the interior of the building, the two senior masters
quickly  jumped  down  the  plane  and  in  the  same  time  their  telepathy  had
stretched out to help Kim. But the acute enemy had laid down trapping shields
around Kim and the senior masters could not do anything in that distance. They
knew Kim could fail in any moment and they quickly ran to the upper level. At this
time, the attack outside was at its boiling point and the power of the building was
mainly  used  to  launch  laser  reflectors  and  detonate  incoming  missiles.  The
energy  available  to  resist  the  offensive  telepathy  was  reduced.  The  senior
masters felt the oppression of the enemy’s telepathy. When they got to the upper
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level, the lower level had also hit by Anson’s power and a series of explosion
took place to rumble the whole place. The helicopter had exploded. Smoke and
hot current filled up every space. Telepathy had also wrinkled the space and time
continuum and created illusion. No ordinary person could trespass the area. The
two masters, however, were extraordinary, yet they still had to be very cautious in
the search for Kim. They were opening a channel to reach Kim. At this moment,
the outside attack subsided  and  the energy  was  back  to  the control  of  anti-
telepathic  utility.  They helped  suppress Anson’s  telepathy somehow.  The two
masters found the resistance weakened and they could instantly located Kim.
Their  communication  didn’t  need  words  and  quickly  they  worked  together  to
break  a  channel  in  the  telepathic  domain.  But  suddenly,  all  the  telepathy
retreated and the physical environment recovered despite it was already greatly
damaged. Everywhere was smoke and small fire. They found Kim puffing and
exhausted.  They  looked  at  one  another  without  knowing  why  suddenly  the
binding  telepathy  would  suddenly  disappear.  Before  they  could  figure  out
anything, they felt something even worse. They sensed a terrible energy being
built up outside of the building. Kim gave a signal and led the way to dash into
lower levels of the building. While he passed the places he came from, nothing
appeared intact. The destruction was widespread and the path was only barely
recognizable.

Outside HOSFWUS, a dozen of blue fireballs appeared from nowhere and
quickly dashed towards the strong walls of the buildings. Clarks finally watched
those fireballs again and this time hitting Security Force. The extraordinary thick
concrete  and steel  wall  was smashed instantly and they collapsed.  Even the
control room, which was in the very deep level,  was shaken. He pushed two
control knobs and then entered a secret code and then ordered a retreat. A door
was opened and there was a shallow channel with bright illumination. Clarks was
the last one to leave the control room and the light in the room dimmed down the
first time since its operation. The huge display showed a count down clock for a
self-destruction  sequence.  Lows  Corporation  would  prefer  death  rather  than
living in disgrace, Security Force too.

The once impregnable  fortress of  Security  Force was  no longer there.
There  were  only  crumbling  walls  and  dilapidated  buildings.  Everywhere  was
flames and smokes, and dusty plumes spread around. A dense fog happened to
erupt this time from the surrounding woods and all these made the area look very
wretched  and  forlorn.  Suddenly,  about  a  thousand  militants  in  uniforms  and
carrying different equipment stepped out from nowhere and they stood rigidly,
watching  the  corrupted  Headquarters.  They  likely  wanted  to  look  at  the
masterpiece  of  destruction  without  concealment.  But,  strange  things  just
happened. Only in seconds, those militants fell down to the ground one by one,
even without  a single yell.  And, what followed was even astonishing.  Another
thousand men in black uniform and facial mask came out from the woods, quickly
approached those fallen militants and they moved the bodies and equipment in a
blink  of  time.  Just  in  a  minute,  everything  was  gone,  even  the  dense  fog
disappeared into thin air. Who had won this fight, or it was really a third party
taking advantage of the two battling sides.
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Shortly after the retreat of the second troop, sirens were heard from the far
side and numerous military vehicles arrived quickly and dispatched a whole army
of  US  soldiers.  There  were  a  dozens  of  military  helicopters  in  the  air  too.
Numerous spotlights were elected from above and on the ground. At this time,
another series of explosive rumbles were heard from the underground and all the
buildings corrupted this time and it lifted another plumes of smoke and dust. Fires
were still burning.

When Clarks was leaving the control room, he knew that there were still
people in the facility, including Vince, Kim, the two telepathic masters and some
facility  workers.  He  was sad to  have no way to  help  them. Everywhere was
demolished by Anson except a few places with very strong structural barrier and
anti-telepathic shield. He still  couldn’t understand why Anson’s power could be
such formidable,  after all  he should only be a puppet.  Events took place too
quickly. Clarks ‘s sentiment was an uneasy one.

Anson  was  pumping  up  his  telepathic  power  to  neutralize  the  anit-
telepathic shield of the core district of HOSFWUS.

“The auto destruction sequence has been launched, everything would be
doomed. Striking the core is no longer meaningful.” This was the voice of Vince.

Anson turned around and likely saw Vince behind him and protected in an
invisible shield. The shield was resisting his fierce cascade of bombardment.

“Who’re you?” Anson asked.
“I’m Vince, a friend.”
“No, you aren’t! You’re him!” Anson cried.
“No, I’m Vince and I ain't him. I’m your friend. Anson, wake up! Wake up”

Vince answered.
The call was soft and gentle and it could penetrate deeply into Anson’s

controlled and locked up mind.
When Anson first saw those bluish fireball weapons inside the main door

of HLOFPAH, his psyche was greatly shocked and no one would understand. It
was because this kind of weapon was once the targeted product in his research.
Though his progress was not even close to a prototype, he had the exact idea of
the kind of explosion of the weapon and its power.

Shortly  after  he  enrolled  in  MIT,  he joint  the  research  group  led  by a
renowned professor and studied a new science contemporarily named as energy
containment. As the name implied, it was a technical science trying to contain,
accumulate  and  compress  energy  in  a  space.  And,  when  the  lock  of  the
containment was unveiled, the energy was released.

If the technology succeeded, there would be many civil uses in a peaceful
way. But, major investors were not interested in its peaceful usage. Their demand
was a kind of conventional weapon, with enormous destructive power,  but no
radioactivity.

After  the birthday party tragedy,  Anson lost his capability in  conducting
researches  because  all  his  memories  in  the  subject  became  vague  and
fragmented. He had consulted several psychiatrists, but all treatment was in vain
and most of  them just said it  had to rely on time to wash away the sequela.
Finally, Anson had to quit from his research and he and his mother were provided
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with new identities and arranged to stay in Andy’s crisis unit. Gradually, Anson
forgot all his knowledge in the subject.

He was shocked when he saw the bluish firewall weapon, but his mind
was cleared up too. In an instance, not only all his memories came back, there
were other images in his mind. After the fight at the energy station, he really had
time to  think  about  the  whole  matter  and  tried  to  assemble  the  images  into
understandable  events.  When he immersed deeply in his past,  the telepathic
entity slipped into his psyche and captured him.

The sentimental  call  from Vince was strong and it  broke open the lock
binding Anson. The free will of Anson resumed activity and began to resist the
intrusive  telepathy.  When  his  mind  was  about  free  from  the  control,  all  the
random images that he tried to assemble and explain suddenly and strangely
arranged by their own and became rational. This was natural for the brain when it
was free from manipulation, or it was just an incidental act of the brain when it
was  shocked  in  the  right  way,  or  it  was  just  another  wave  of  telepathic
manipulation.

Anson  had  no  idea  about  what  caused  him  to  reveal  all  the  random
images and long lost memories. The content of the events he revealed was more
shocking than he saw the weapon based on his basic research, and he had no
capacity to assess the validity. He was too startled and electrified. That was all he
had in its mind. Anson had hurt numerous people in his life and these serious
mistakes were not easy to seek pacification and to free one’s straitened mind.
Even with enormous effort, one usually just couldn’t compensate merely because
of lack of opportunity. The best Anson had done was to soothe his parents and
turned responsible for his family. He had not really been keen to do a lot of good
thing, either for those he had hurt or just for the community. The bottom line was
that he did not really bear a passionate ‘heart’.  Without a graceful heart,  you
might just easily complain and even resent on wrong doings done to you. When
you treated people badly, the same way other people could do to you. It was
though difficult to tolerate or condone. It was difficult to purge ill intentions and to
pacify rage.

Anson’s psyche was conquered again in a different way by the embedded
telepathy. The difference was that he thought he was sober and in charge of his
free will. His mentality was reset to reveal everything that happened on that tragic
day, every one of his beloved fell in the blood. He was able to see the murderers
and  even  those  conspirators  who  planned  everything.  Anson  was  pushed  to
madness  and  explosive  rage.  He  threw  all  his  available  energy  out  for  a
vengeance, but in reality, he was just attacking his friend, Vince.

Vince and the telepathic shield protecting him disappeared in an instant.
The real or physical Vince was not there. When Anson was striking out his last
powerful  assault,  Kim and the senior  masters had intruded into the segment.
With the contact of the telepathy-filled space and its strength, the two masters
had the same thought coming up to their mind, “Oh, it is the ‘Little Will Force’”.
Instantly, Kim sensed the message and he unconsciously muttered, “This is the
legendary ‘Lillte Will  Force’!  It  was recorded that Buddha had left  this kind of
power after his ascent and it had protected the early fragile Buddhist organization
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until the power finally evaporated.”
Anson’s astray mind turned sluggish because of exhaustion and he just

couldn’t find Vince. But, he was still struggling to destroy the telepathic siege set
by his opponent to contain him.

Kim was now close to the telepathic war zone, and in one instant, he felt
Vince’s presence and his power.

“’Little Will Force’ has chosen Vince to exercise the will!” Kim thought.
“The siege laid down by the power of ‘Little Will Force’ will be broken soon,

but this puppet’s life force has almost dried up too and would become useless.
He’ll die. At the moment the siege breaks, the mastering force controlling him will
reorganize and redeploy. And, there would be a loophole of weakness.  If  the
‘Little Will Force’ is not exhausted, it’ll also pick that moment to attack. We’ll add
our charge at the same moment and help eliminate this puppet and his master.”
One of the masters noticed Kim.

“Anson will die!” Kim thought.
The  bewildered  telepathic  reality  was  close  to  a  break  point,  and  the

physical reality appeared. But, it was no clearer than the telepathic construct.
The serious damage of the upper levels had deteriorated the physical structure of
the lower levels and everywhere had dust in the air. The segment was going to
collapse too. The safety lights were on and off intermittently, likely showing five
vague figures in a narrow space.

“Is  Vince  really  here?  How?  Is  he  really  the  one  firing  the  ‘Little  Will
Force’?  Who  left  this  power  behind?”  Kim  had  a  lot  of  questions,  but  time
wouldn’t  allow him to  think because  the  intense  fight  hadn’t  stopped  for  any
moment.

Vince was the youngest guy in Anson’s crisis unit. He came from a small
village in the heartland America. He had parents as well as sisters and brothers.
He led an ordinary peaceful life and had a righteous belief. He joint the marine
right after his high school and very soon was under Andy’s command. Andy was
a righteous man with high moral standard and he took care of Vince like his little
brother. Compared to Anson who had lived a life of debauchery, Vince was as
pure as a piece of white paper. It would look difficult to control him to do very evil
things. Back in the farm base, Vince was a good friend of Anson because both
Vince and Fanies were asked to take care of Anson and his delirious mother
when they first arrived.

Vince  was  not  far  from  Anson,  and  he  stretched  his  hands  to  grasp
Anson’s wrist. Strength flew like electrical current into Anson’s body and his mind.
It opened up every telepathic lock. Anson really woke up, in a sense that he had
reflected his mistaken life. He instantly understood that life was just birth and
death, nothing more. He lost all his physical strength, but he was awakened in
his mind and he was now trapping up the telepathic entity inside him.

“He couldn’t leave me now! Together, we will  be in hell!” Anson said to
Vince in an ever peaceful accent. He then fell into Vince’s embrace.

At the same time, the unified attack from the two masters had launched,
but it was not towards Anson. The enormous force swirled around to hit at Vince.
Anson was dying, but he was aware of the sneak attack and he was still keen
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enough to use up his last bit of life force to push Vince away and neutralize the
assault. The masters didn’t stop and prepared the second strike, but Kim’s had
already quietly placed his palms onto their backs and poured his lethal telepathy
into them. The masters fell and they succeeded to strike back at Kim. Kim fell.
Suddenly, only Vince was still standing up.

Now, the self-destruction alarm started to alert an evacuation.
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Epilog of Part One
The helicopters taking Ellearto and Andy were heading south after take off

from the battlefield. Ellearto tried to communicate with the site, but he found that
all  channels  were jammed or interfered heavily.  Even the satellite  signal  was
totally  neutralized.  It  was  a  very  bad  situation  because  the  communication
system of Security Force couldn’t be that easily tampered. Needless to say, the
enemy had his own hostile satellites in the sky as well as transmission stations
around.  When they recalled the fierce attack by the time they left  the  place,
everyone onboard was worrying about the people who remained in the facility. It
was not uncertain whether HOSFWUS could resist and the defendants still alive.
Everyone inside the helicopter  was very silent  and the atmosphere was very
tense and stretched.

Finally, Ellearto said, in a calm and soberly tone, “Our enemy moved very
quickly and he appeared to know quite well about our deployment. If we didn’t
have this unexpected trip to Honduras, we all were trapped inside too.”

“Are they able to defend the place?” Sue asked. Her question was a direct
one.

“Sue, you had been so close to those terrible bluish firewalls. You know
their power and destruction far more than me. If  the assaulting troop has the
same identify as those who attacked HLOFPAH, I don’t see we could resist.”

“HOSFWUS does not have those high tech shields in HLOFPAH!” Andy
said.

Ellearto explained, “Security Force and Lows Corporation had separated
for almost ten years. More than that, the management, business model and R&D
development  diversified  even  earlier.  Therefore,  new  technology  of  Lows
Corporation  couldn’t  be  available  to  us.  This  is  part  of  the  intention  of  the
separation.  Even  we  have  possessed  such  shield,  the  enemy  fire  would
eventually  neutralize  it.  Remember  what  it  had done to  HLOFPAH.  The only
chance is that we strike before them, but at this moment, we really don’t have the
weapon to do so. It is also not very wise to do that now. This is American soil, not
a third world battlefield.”

“Isn’t it really passive? I bet that your Government would just be watching
and do thing. “ Sue said.

“Although  the  corporate  offices  of  both  Lows Corporation  and Security
Force are not in US, their business is huge in this country. When our government
isn’t acting to protect lawful enterprises, there are only two reasons, one is we
don’t possess the capacity and second we don’t want to. Right now, I believe the
second  reason  is  taking  the  weight.  The US Government  will  see  it  a  good
opportunity for some one strong enough to challenge us. This will reveal the real
capacity of Security Force as well as the attacking secret military and both sides
would certainly be consumed.” Andy added.

In these years in the farm, Andy had read more books. Without a military
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mentality, he could know the American politics better.
“The analysis is very correct.  I  even can say our Government wouldn’t

hesitate to sacrifice us to expose the mysterious enemy. After all, they then will
think whether it’s better to use them or to eliminate them. The question is that
whether  our  Government  really  has  the  power  and  wisdom to  deal  with  this
mysterious militia. They have mighty firepower, high tech and telepathy. We just
don’t know their number and their base. Of course, I wouldn’t preclude that our
Government  could  have  better  info  about  them.”  Ellearto  agreed  and
supplemented.

“Security Force wouldn’t just sit here and wait for its doom!” Andy asked.
Ellearto  didn’t  put  down an  obverse  answer.  He  just  explained,  “Don’t

forget, Security Force is only a huge enterprise. We are really not a country or
nation.  We  don’t  have  our  sovereign  land  or  a  base.  We  also  depend  on
individual  governments  of  the  locale  to  protect  the  people  and  asset  of  the
company. In the real world, because of our type of business, we always contend
with criminal syndicates and deal with some terrorist organization. We even can
use investment and loans to influence the policy of under developing countries.
But  now,  we’re  talking  about  a  militia  who  is  likely  powerful  and  ready  to
challenge the US. It’s not our capacity to fight with them without great sacrifice.
All  we  can do  at  this  moment  is  to  retreat  our  resources  and to  reduce the
damage to the minimum. Now, we start  to appreciate Lows’s vision when he
wanted to move the corporate from US to other places. He felt growing pressure
of the government day by day and he just didn’t want to be clamped up on this
soil.”

Ellearto paused and continued, “HOSFWUS has relocated most personnel
away  secretly  even  before  we  arrived  there  from  the  cornfield.  It  has  an
underground tunnel system that can go to other places including Mexico. Our
original plan includes meeting the two senior telepathic masters from Dr. Kim’s
clan. We liked to seek for their advice to deal with the telepathy of our enemy and
act  accordingly.  But  the enemy militia  came too quickly  and their  speed just
compromised our preparation. I couldn’t know what is going to happen. “ He then
looked at Andy and continued, “One more thing is that Anson and Vince are still
controlled by telepathy and we’re sorry to find no way to help them”

Andy was silent for a moment and said, “In fact, I have the same feeling
about they are being under the telepathic influence. Lastly, I discussed with Sue
and had to leave then behind. I am the one who should be blamed for not taking
good care of my men.”

“Now, I understand that you are really the one this militia is after.” Sue said
to Ellearto.

“At first, I think they are after us. Now, it is very clear that you are their real
intention.” Andy looked at Ellearto and agreed.

“It  is right.  Lows Corporation is what they want. They chased after you
because you had entered HLOFPAH with us and they could only find you. In the
cornfield, the enemy penetrated into your mind and he knew he could get nothing
important from you. Therefore, he retreated or otherwise we wouldn’t get away
easily. My guess is that they still had no idea where Mr. Ellearto is right now ….”
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Little Guy said, but he was interrupted by a sudden entry of a chief assistant of
Ellearto. His countenance was very pale and everyone in the room perceived that
something bad had happened. This assistant walked quickly to Ellearto’s side
and said a few words to him. Ellearto’s unpleasant complexion instantly turned
even more unsightly. Everyone stared at him and waited for him to announce the
tragic fall of HOSFWUS.

Ellearto didn’t say a thing. Instead, he turned on the TV in the cabin. An
ordinary commercial channel was repeating an emergent broadcast:

“… believed that the assassination and subversion was a very careful plan
implemented in exact delicacy. At this stage, the Government couldn’t know the
real enemy behind the plot and act. But the plan was executed through Security
Force, the biggest security company in State and in the world. The assassination
was committed by four senior representatives of Security Force. The company
executives had taken advantage of the recent terrorist activities in the vicinity of
the capital to arrange a secret meeting with the Vice President Hawkins in the
White  House  and  a  joint  anti-terrorist  exercise  in  the  capital  area.  The  four
representatives of Security Force carried no weapon into the conference room,
but in the meeting they suddenly attacked the Vice President and the bodyguards
with heavyweight fist. They were all killed in the syndrome of heart failure. The
four murderers then took the firearms from the bodyguards and sneaked out of
the room and turned to the President’s office, where they encountered armed
guards and they exchanged heavy fires. President Gales was struck by gunfire
while  he  was  leaving  his  office  and  died  instantly.  According  to  Constitution,
Speaker of the House, Bufokes, took oath to succeed the presidency. President
Bufokes immediately declared an emergency for the country and declared marital
law for nine major cities under attack. These cities are Washington, DC, New
York,  Baltimore,  Philadelphia,  Boston,  San  Francisco,  San Diego,  Dallas and
Chicago. Justice Department had also issued warrant for the shut down of all
Security Force offices in the whole country and the arrest of CEO of Security
Force, J.B. Ellearto, and the other six senior executives….

Ellearto then turned to an English channel in Europe.
“The assassination of the President and Vice President of United State in

this  morning  had  shocked  the  whole  world.  After  two  hours  of  the  initial
broadcast,  the  situation  was  still  very  unclear  and  appeared  chaotic.  The
Government  had  used  emergent  channels  to  broadcast  the  same  content
repeatedly without giving further details. Many cities of US…..”

END OF PART ONE
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Major past events of ‘The
Real Truth’

Primordial time – ‘One-Part’ left the immaterial dimension with their know-
ledge. He came to earth for a storage site.

560 BC –  ‘One  Part’ was  about  to  restore  all  his  energy.  He found  the
Buddhism ideology on earth.

1945 AD – An immaterial entity attacked the ‘Realians’, a tribe holding the
belief that they had inherited the real truthful ideology from
Buddha.

2005 AD – Lows and his scientist colleagues found Lows Corporation. They
launched  the  first  medicine  and  procedure  healing  arthritis.
Andy and Fanies were borne in an era named as ‘First Orphan
Surge’’. Ellearto’s elder son was three and Lows started to de-
code the ‘Real Life Code’.

2007 AD – US attacked North Korea. Timothy Kim was nine and taken to
US as refugee.

2008 AD – Lows Corporation broke the acquisition campaign of  several
large corporations and succeeded to make the company public.
Its IPO value broke the record investment of US stock history.

2009 AD – Lows devoted all his time to break the ‘Real Life Code’.
2010 AD – The humanitarian organization of Lows Corporation was found.
2012 AD – LOFPAH, Lows Foundation of Peace and Humanity was found.

Clarks and Selena was borne. They were rescued into orphan
houses. This was called the ‘Late Orphan Surge’

2017 AD – Timothy Kim was nineteen and graduated his college study. He
enrolled in MIT for PhD in astronomy. Lows had broken part
of  the  ‘Real  Life  Code’ and the science and technology of
Lows Corporation was bolstered in an accelerated pace. Andy
and Fanies were about twelve and started junior high school.

2020 AD – Timothy was 22 and secretly gave birth to his son, Little Guy,
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who was instantly taken back to his clan to learn telepathy.
2021 AD – Ellearto adopted Clarks, who was nine. Ellearto’s son was nine-

teen. Lows Corporation bought back all public shares and de-
clared the company a  private corporation again.  Taking ad-
vantage of the knowledge from the ‘Real Life Code’, Lows
Corporation was growing exponentially. Its accelerated growth
and  sympathetic  attitude  towards  the  poor  third  world  had
caused suspicion and accusation of world powers for having a
secret agenda. Lows Corporation planned to relocate its cor-
porate office from US to an island in Central America.

2022 AD – Timothy was 24 and graduated his PhD with first class honor. He
stayed in MIT and conducted astronomy research in comets.
Andy and Fanies were seventeen and enrolled in military col-
lege. A new of waves of military conflicts flooded the third
world countries. Ellearto lead the Lows’s Organization for Hu-
manitarian Aid and Rescue and actively participated in the aid
operation. Ellearto’s son was twenty and served in Africa.

2023 AD – Timothy was 25 and married. Lows Corporation announced to
enter a road map for extreme high tech research in biological
science.

2024 AD – Security Force was founded as a division of Lows Corporation. It
served to protect the humanitarian activities.

2025 AD – Andy and Fanies graduated and served in the military. One Uni-
on launched a military coupe in Japan and failed.

2026 AD –A new form of religious conflicts made the military confrontation
in many areas more volatile. Right wing politics in US surged
again.  Civil  wars  were  serious  and widespread in  the  third
world. Timothy gave birth to Sue, his daughter.

 2027 AD - Rumors spread to say Lows Corporation was being split because
Lows’s  ideology  in  social  matters  was  disputed.  Divisions
asked to spin off.

2028 AD – Clarks and Selena met in college. They were about 16. Ellear-
to’son was ambushed in Sudan. He died at age 27.

2029 AD – Security Force was militarized to protect rescue operation. A new
coupe took place in  Sudan. Security Force was invited and
contracted by the new leader to protect the capital city and its
vicinity.

2031 AD – LOFPAH built its headquarters in the suburban of Washington,
DC and formed  the  ‘Heart’s  Community’,  campaigning  for
mutual neighborhood service. Lows Corporation was said to
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split further. Security Force was spun off. Unprecedented scale
of democratic campaign broke out in China. The Communist
Party compromised and promised with a road map to bring
about real democracy. Chinese scholars around the world star-
ted to backflow to their motherland. Timothy Kim decided to
go back in next year and committed to take charge of the new
astronomical  division  monitoring  comets.  It  was  called  the
‘Outer Eye’.  Sue was five years old and Little  Guy eleven.
Andy and Fanies were 26 and had served in the military for
six years.

2034 AD – HLOFPAH was completed. Security Force became independent
and left Lows Corporation.

2037 AD – Timothy Kim was thirty-nine years old and announced to be-
come a  monk,  Andy and Fanies  were  thirty-two.  They had
served for almost eleven years in the military.

2039 AD – Andy had an accident during a special mission in Central Amer-
ica. The incident led to his decision to retire from the military.
However, his retirement was used to cover up a special assign-
ment to organize a troop of secret service for crisis time.

2046 AD – The story began. Andy and Fanies were forty-one years  old;
Timothy was forty-eight; Little Guy was twenty-six and Sue
was twenty.

Abbreviation:

LOFPAH - Lows Foundation of Peace and Humanity
HLOFPAH – Head Quarter of Lows Foundation of Peace and Humanity
HOSFWUS – Head Quarter of Security Force in Western US
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